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1. Introduction

Social media platforms in India are regulated under the Information Technology Act, 2000 (“IT Act”). When enacted, the IT Act did not (and possibly could not) envisage the rise of social media platforms and thus, the legislation makes no specific reference to them. However, the IT Act regulates ‘intermediaries’ – defined as entities that receive, store, transmit, or provide any service with respect to third-party content, or user generated content (“UGC”). As the activities conducted by social media platforms falls within this definition, platforms have been regulated as intermediaries under the IT Act for the last two decades.

In 2021, the Government issued the Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules 2021 (“Intermediary Guidelines”). These Guidelines, which constitute delegated legislation under the IT Act, expressly define a ‘social media intermediary’ as an intermediary which primarily enables online interaction between two or more users and allows them to upload, share, and disseminate content using its services. The Intermediary Guidelines further differentiate between: (i) ‘intermediaries’; (ii) ‘social media intermediaries’; and (iii) ‘significant social media intermediaries’ (“SSMIs” i.e., social media intermediaries with more than 5 million Indian users) – imposing additional obligations on SSMIs. The Guidelines also impose certain distinct obligations on SSMIs that provide messaging services. Finally, the Guidelines distinguish between foreign and domestic SSMIs by requiring foreign SSMIs to have local officers who are resident in India; officers who may be subject to personal liability.

As social media platforms constitute intermediaries hosting and transmitting UGC under the IT Act, they are distinguishable from publishers under Indian law, which publish their own content. Platforms are also regulated distinctly from print and broadcast media, which are governed by the Press Council of India Act, 1978 and the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 respectively. Recently, the Indian Government attempted to regulate online news publishers and providers of ‘online curated content’ (i.e., web-streaming providers such as Netflix and Disney) under Part III of the Intermediary Guidelines. Part III of the Guidelines does not treat these digital media publishers as intermediaries, but rather seeks to regulate these publishers’ content by subjecting them to a broadly worded ‘Code of Ethics’. However, the application of this Code of Ethics to online news publishers and providers of online curated content was recently stayed by the Bombay High Court. The High Court found that drafting and operationalising the Code of Ethics was prima facie beyond the rule-making powers granted to the Government under the IT Act.

The legal challenges to the Intermediary Guidelines are not limited to Part III. Several individuals and organizations have filed petitions challenging the legality and constitutionality of various provisions of the Intermediary Guidelines in High Courts across the country. The Union Government has requested that all these proceedings be clubbed and heard together by the Supreme Court of India; at the time of writing the Supreme Court is yet to rule on the Union’s request. However, the Supreme Court has directed High Courts to stop hearing the challenges to the Intermediary Guidelines.
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1.1. Centrality of Safe Harbour to Platform Regulation

The Intermediary Guidelines, coupled with the rules on government blocking of content,6 form the core regulatory structure which governs platform conduct in India. Section 79 of the IT Act offers intermediaries conditional legal immunity (or ‘safe harbour’) for unlawful UGC on their networks. One condition for safe harbour under Section 79 is compliance with the Intermediary Guidelines, which set out various additional obligations that intermediaries must comply with to avail of this safe harbour.6 As set out in Sections 3 and 4, the Government has imposed wide ranging obligations on platforms as condition precedent for safe harbour. However, the power of the Government to prescribe pre-requisites to safe harbour is circumscribed by the Supreme Court decision in Shreya Singhal v. Union of India.17 The Court ruled that intermediaries could not be compelled to take down content at the behest of private complainants to retain safe harbour, and that content could be removed from the internet only pursuant to a government or court order.18 This has limited the Government’s ability to institute a traditional notice-and-takedown regime for online platforms, where platforms risk losing safe harbour if they fail to remove content pursuant to user complaints.

To avail of safe harbour under Section 79, an intermediary must:

1. Either limit its functionality to providing access to a communication system over which UGC is transmitted

OR

must not: (i) initiate the transmission; (ii) select the receiver of the transmission; and (iii) select or modify the information contained in the transmission;19

2. Comply with the Intermediary Guidelines;20

3. Upon receiving “Actual Knowledge” (interpreted by Shreya Singhal to mean a court order), or being notified by the appropriate government or its agency, of unlawful content on its network, remove the concerned material without vitiating any evidence;21 and

4. Not aid, abet, or induce the commission of an unlawful act on its network.22

Additional detail on each of these limbs is provided in Section 3.1 (‘Defence to liability’). As noted previously, a key condition to avail of immunity under Section 79 of the IT Act is compliance with the Intermediary Guidelines (i.e., delegated legislation). The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology ("MEITY") has relied on the Intermediary Guidelines to regulate platform behaviour, imposing obligations ranging from transparency reporting...
and cooperation with law enforcement, to requiring users be provided with a hearing prior to their content being taken down, under the Intermediary Guidelines,\(^{23}\) with platforms in breach of these obligations at risk of losing safe harbour. The obligations imposed on platforms under the Intermediary Guidelines are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

The corollary of this approach is that the exclusive tool to hold social media platforms accountable is through the threat of losing safe harbour, which can only be enforced through individual actions brought before a court of law for hosting unlawful content. This approach may be contrasted with jurisdictions that employ a regulator to penalise platforms for a variety of problematic behaviour. For an intermediary to be penalised in India, an action must be brought against it for hosting unlawful content which proves: (i) the illegality of the content hosted by the intermediary; (ii) the secondarily liability of the intermediary in hosting the illegal content; and (iii) the intermediary's ineligibility for safe harbour. The efficacy of this approach is analysed in Section 3.2.

The immunity provided by Section 79 may nonetheless be vital for platform operations in India because, if platforms are ineligible for such immunity, they could incur both civil and criminal liability for content they host. Without such immunity, the regulatory environment around platforms might not be suitable for the creation of a dynamic information and communication system that platforms provide today. This is because Indian law includes a wide range of content-related offences. These content areas are discussed in detail in Section 2. While no platform has definitively been held liable for hosting unlawful UGC, the wide range of criminalised content in India may incentivise platforms to comply with Section 79 and the Intermediary Guidelines to retain safe harbour.

### 1.2. Content Removal by Government Orders

The Indian Government is also empowered to directly block content on the internet under Section 69A of the IT Act in the interests of ‘the defence, security, or sovereignty and integrity of India, its friendly relations with other States, public order, or to prevent the incitement of an offence related to these categories. This provision was used between 2020 and 2022 to block over one hundred mobile applications in India, including popular platforms such as TikTok, WeChat, PUBG, and Helo.\(^{24}\) The Indian government claimed these applications had been transmitting user data to foreign servers in a manner prejudicial to the integrity and defence of India.\(^{25}\) Given that these applications were overwhelmingly created by Chinese developers and the restrictions were imposed contemporaneously with a border dispute between India and China, media reports suggested that the blocking of mobile applications was a strategic move by the Indian government against Chinese platforms.\(^{26}\)

Intermediaries who fail to comply with directions under Section 69A can be fined and imprisoned for up to seven years.\(^{27}\) Although blocking under Section 69A ordinarily requires the user who uploaded the disputed content to be provided with a notice and hearing,\(^{28}\) in emergencies the government may dispense with these procedural safeguards.\(^{29}\) Further, while blocking orders are required to be reasoned and in writing,\(^{30}\) the orders themselves are confidential.\(^{31}\) In practice, there are no publicly reported instances of the government providing an ex-ante hearing to a user or voluntarily disclosing the blocking order.\(^{32}\) However, where a website owner challenged the blocking of his satirical website under Section 69A, the Delhi High Court directed the MEITY to disclose the blocking order and grant the website owner a post-decisional hearing.\(^{33}\)
Under Part III of the Intermediary Guidelines, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is also empowered to:
(i) recommend Section 69A blocking of content published by online news publishers or publishers of online curated content; and (ii) delete or modify content published by these entities. However, as noted above, this latter power has been stayed by the Bombay High Court.

1.3. Content Prohibited by Intermediary Guidelines and Proposed Amendments

Under Rule 3(1)(b) of the Intermediary Guidelines, platforms are required to ensure that their terms of service ("ToS") prohibit users from uploading or sharing a wide range of content including content that is defamatory, harmful to children, obscene, infringes any trademark, patent or copyright, threatens public order or the security of India, or violates any Indian law. These categories (cumulatively "Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC") form the broad umbrella of content that platforms are expected to restrict in their ToS.

Rule 3(1)(b) merely requires platforms to prohibit these broad categories of undesirable content through their ToS. Given that in practice, platforms are not denied safe harbour for their content moderation activities, most large social media platforms will likely remove the above-mentioned categories of content pursuant to their voluntary content moderation activities. However, under the Intermediary Guidelines, platforms are only legally required to inform their users, at least once a year, that noncompliance with the platform’s ToS may result in the removal of non-compliant content or termination of the user’s access to the platform. This means that platforms are merely required to ensure that their ToS’ contain prohibitions against Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC. Platforms are only legally required to remove content when they receive “actual knowledge” of unlawful content on their network – interpreted in Shreya Singhal to mean a court or government order.

Proposed changes to obligations vis-à-vis prohibited content

In June 2022, the MEITY released draft amendments to the Intermediary Guidelines (“Proposed Amendments”) that amend the obligations of platforms with respect to Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC. Under the Proposed Amendments, intermediaries are no longer required to merely include prohibitions against Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC in their ToS, but “shall cause the user” not to upload or share such content, and “ensure compliance” with the platform’s ToS.

A literal interpretation of this language may suggest that the Proposed Amendments change the legal obligation on platforms from – a requirement to include prohibitions against Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC in their ToS – to an obligation to prevent users from uploading Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC onto their networks. Such an interpretation would effectively create a strict liability standard for platforms because the hosting of unlawful content by a platform would be a violation of its obligation to prevent users from uploading unlawful content, leading to a breach of the Intermediary Guidelines and consequently a loss of safe harbour.
However, such an interpretation would conflict with Section 79 and other provisions of the Intermediary Guidelines. Section 79(1) of the IT Act expressly provides intermediaries immunity for hosting unlawful content. This immunity would be rendered redundant if platforms lost this immunity simply upon a user uploading unlawful content onto their network. Further, as Section 79(1) constitutes primary legislation, and the Proposed Amendments amend delegated legislation that is the Intermediary Guidelines, the Amendments cannot override the statutory scheme set out in Section 79. Similarly, Rules 3(1)(d) and 3(1)(g) of the existing Intermediary Guidelines expressly state that platforms are only required to remove unlawful content pursuant to a government or court order, or in the case of non-consensual intimate images, pursuant to a user complaint. Thus, despite the language in the Proposed Amendments suggesting that platforms have to prevent users from uploading unlawful content, a holistic reading of Section 79 and the Intermediary Guidelines would indicate that platforms are not required to ensure an absolute prohibition against Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC on their networks, but rather simply ensure such content is prohibited by their ToS'. The Proposed Amendments are currently subject to ongoing public consultation and any amendments adopted by the MEITY may need to be further analysed.
2. Platform Responsibility for various Subject Areas

A wide range of content is unlawful under Indian law. This includes online content (primarily regulated by offences in the IT Act), and general application statutes such as the Indian Penal Code, 1860 ("IPC") which regulate content whether found on an online or offline medium. Given the wide range of unlawful content in India, social media platforms may be secondarily liable for UGC on their networks that violate Indian law unless they secure safe harbour under Section 79 of the IT Act. This is because civil or criminal proceedings may be initiated against a platform for hosting unlawful UGC unless the platform can demonstrate it qualifies for immunity under Section 79.42 Section 79 immunity is applicable against both civil and criminal proceedings that may be brought against platforms.

However, platforms can avoid secondary liability for unlawful content by complying with Section 79 and taking down content upon receiving "actual knowledge" of the unlawful content in the form of a court or government order.43 The obligations of platforms to take down content do not change based on the subject matter of the content hosted except in the cases of: (i) non-consensual intimate content (which must be taken down within 24 hours of receiving a complaint);44 and (ii) rape and child-sex-abuse material (which SSMIs must "endeavour" to proactively identify using automated tools).45 Outside of these two categories, intermediaries, including social media platforms, are only required to take down content pursuant to a court or government order. The remainder of this Section lists content that is unlawful in India and then sets out the data protection obligations imposed on intermediaries.

2.1. Hateful, Inciteful, and Defamatory Speech

The IPC criminalises:

- Content promoting enmity between – different religious, racial, linguistic groups, caste or communities, or any two classes of people;46
- Content intended to outrage religious feelings or beliefs;48
- Content prejudicial to "national integration";49 and
- Content that is likely to cause "fear or alarm to the public" or incite individuals to breach the public peace.50

Indian law recognises both civil and criminal defamation.51 Content that intentionally insults, intimidates, or humiliates a member of a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe, including the use of abuses involving caste names is also criminalised in India.52 Section 66A of the IT Act proscribed ‘grossly offensive’ or ‘annoying’ expression online; however, this provision was struck down by the Supreme Court of India in 2015 as an unconstitutionally vague and overbroad restriction on free expression.53 The Supreme Court has also intervened in the case of Section 124A of the IPC, which criminalises seditious speech (defined as speech that causes ‘disaffection towards the government’). Section 124A is currently subject to a constitutional challenge before the Supreme Court, which in May 2022 ruled that Indian authorities should desist from instituting fresh cases during the pendency of the challenge.54
2.2. Platform Conduct During Elections

Under Section 171G of the IPC, any person who publishes a statement they know or believe to be false with the intention of affecting the outcome of an election may be fined. Further, content that is “patently false or misleading in nature but may reasonably be perceived as a fact” falls within the ambit of Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC and platforms must prohibit such content in their ToS. More importantly, Indian elections have a high volume of misinformation being disseminated over private messaging platforms such as WhatsApp. In an attempt to curb this misinformation, the Intermediary Guidelines require messaging platforms to trace the ‘originator’ of messages. This obligation is discussed further in Section 4.4 (‘Obligations on messaging platforms’).

While the Election Commission of India’s ‘Model Code of Conduct’ does prescribe certain restrictions on election-related speech, these restrictions are applicable against electoral candidates, and platforms are not held secondarily liable for violations by candidates. Violations of the Model Code of Conduct are typically addressed through non-monetary penalties imposed directly on the candidate (e.g., suspension of campaigning). Similarly, while the use of social media by electoral candidates and political parties is scrutinised by the Election Commission of India, platforms do not have any election-specific obligations under Indian law.

However, in 2019, major online platforms such as Facebook, Google, WhatsApp, and ShareChat (through the Internet & Mobile Association of India) adopted a voluntary ‘Code of Ethics’ that would apply during state and national elections in India. The Code of Ethics has two key commitments. First, the platforms agreed to enforce the ‘cooling off period’ mandated by Section 126 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, which prohibits the display of any election related content 48 hours prior to polling. This is operationalised by allowing the Election Commission to directly notify platforms of election related content during the ‘cooling off period’, and platforms have committed to take down the flagged content within three hours. The Commission reported that during the 2019 national elections, 909 posts were taken down pursuant to this mechanism, suggesting that the Commission is ultimately only able to flag a small amount of unlawful content.

The second key commitment found in the voluntary Code of Ethics is that platforms will only host political advertisements that have been pre-screened in accordance with the Election Commission’s regulations. Such pre-screening of political advertisements was previously applicable to television, and has been extended to social media through the adoption of this voluntary Code of Ethics. Under the Code, platforms are also required to tag or label political advertisements so that viewers can distinguish between such advertisements from other content on the site.

2.3. Terrorism Related Content

Section 66F of the IT Act criminalises “cyber terrorism”. This offence primarily pertains to conduct involving the unauthorised access to a computer network or the denial of access to a computer network that is likely to cause death, injury, or disrupt essential services including critical information infrastructure. However, the provision has sporadically been used against content on social media platforms, primarily against content that allegedly incites communal violence. Where the provision is used against content, platforms may be held secondarily liable for cyberterrorism subject to their defence of safe harbour.
The Indian Government remains conscious of the use of the internet to promote and facilitate terrorism; primarily responding to such situations by directly blocking content under Section 69A of the IT Act or Part III of the Intermediary Guidelines. For example, in 2015 the Government blocked 32 websites in India including vinmeo.com, dailymotion.com, and github.com until they removed content that Indian authorities alleged was ISIS propaganda. More recently, the government has blocked YouTube channels, Facebook accounts, and Twitter accounts for allegedly engaging in coordinated disinformation campaigns that threaten national security. These blocked accounts included accounts operated by organisations made illegal under India’s primary anti-terrorism statute, The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967.

2.4. Intimidation, Trafficking, Non-Consensual Intimate Content, Child Pornography, and Sexually Explicit Material

The publishing of content depicting the private area of a person ‘under circumstances violating their privacy’ is a criminal offence under the IT Act. Under Rule 3(2) of the Intermediary Guidelines, any user can lodge a complaint with an intermediary against content that depicts the user in a state of nudity or committing a sexual act, including content that has been digitally altered to depict the user as such. The intermediary must remove the complained-against content within twenty-four hours and implement a distinct mechanism for such complaints or risk losing safe harbour vis-à-vis this illegal content. In the case of SSMIs, the user must be allowed to track the status of their complaint by being assigned a unique ticket number for their complaint. It is also relevant to note that the IPC criminalises the publication of content that discloses the identity of victims of sexual violence or rape absent express authorisation.

While India does punish extortion, criminal intimidation, online stalking, trafficking, and identity theft, these offences primarily apply to the conduct of individuals using the internet and are thus unlikely to give rise to content-related liability for platforms. While the draft Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill, 2021 punishes the publication of content that promotes trafficking, the draft legislation has yet to be introduced into Parliament. However, India does criminalise the publication of: (i) “obscene material” (content that is lascivious, appeals to the prurient interest, or tends to deprave or corrupt persons); and (ii) sexually explicit material. Thus, platforms could, in principle, be prosecuted for hosting obscene or sexually explicit material; with the ultimate imposition of liability being subject to the platforms’ claim to safe harbour under Section 79 of the IT Act.

Finally, the possession or storage of child pornography is criminalised in India. Thus, platforms may be prosecuted for hosting child pornography. Further, under the Intermediary Guidelines, SSMIs have a distinct obligation to “endeavour to deploy” automated tools to proactively identify rape and child sexual abuse material. This obligation is discussed in Section 4.1 (‘Obligation to detect’).

2.5. Content Removals Pursuant to Court or Government Orders

One of the pre-conditions to safe harbour under Section 79 of the IT Act is that platforms remove content upon receiving court or government orders. Court or government orders directing content removal are not limited to a specific subject area. Courts may require intermediaries to takedown specific content pursuant to injunctions in defamation, or intellectual property suits, the right to be forgotten, remove non-consensual intimate images,
or impose broader obligations to coordinate with government authorities to take down certain classes of content pursuant to public interest litigation. Similarly, government orders have been issued against a wide range of content including (as noted above) Chinese mobile applications alleged to have national security implications, and the Twitter accounts of media organisations.

2.6. Data Protection Obligations

Although the Indian Supreme Court has ruled that the right to privacy is a fundamental right guaranteed by the Indian Constitution, India is yet to adopt data protection legislation. The ‘Personal Data Protection Bill’ was introduced into India’s Parliament in 2019 and scrutinised by a Joint Parliamentary Committee which released its report in December 2021. However, the Bill was subsequently withdrawn in August 2022. In the meantime, platforms continue to have certain data protection obligations under the IT Act and the Information Technology (Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information) Rules, 2011 (“Personal Data Rules”). Section 43A of the IT Act requires body corporates possessing or handling ‘sensitive personal data’ to implement reasonable security practices.

The Personal Data Rules define “sensitive personal data” as including passwords, financial information, sexual orientation, medical records, and biometric information. Entities that collect, store or handle sensitive personal data must: (i) collect such information for a lawful purpose; (ii) disclose to users the fact that information is collected, the purpose for which it is collected, and the intended recipients of the information; (iii) only retain sensitive personal data for the time it is necessary for the purpose collected; (iv) allow users to correct incorrect or deficient information upon request; and (v) provide a grievance redressal mechanism. However, these obligations do not apply to entities that collect personal data “under a contractual obligation with another Indian or foreign company,” and thus, are only applicable to entities that directly collect data from users. If platforms fail to comply with the Personal Data Rules, they may be liable to compensate users for any losses stemming from the disclosure of sensitive personal data.
3. Enforcement of Platform Responsibility

Compliance with the Intermediary Guidelines constitutes a pre-condition for safe harbour under Section 79 of the IT Act. Therefore, the threat of losing safe harbour under Section 79, which may lead to platforms being held liable for unlawful UGC on their networks, is the primary method of enforcing platform compliance with the various obligations outlined in the Intermediary Guidelines.

3.1. Defence to Liability

As noted in the Introduction, to avail of safe harbour, an intermediary must: (i) not initiate the transmission, select the receiver of the transmission, or modify the information contained in the transmission; (ii) comply with the Intermediary Guidelines; and (iii) remove content upon receiving “actual knowledge”.

3.1.1. Neutrality and Moderation

The requirement that platforms must not initiate the transmission, select the receiver of the transmission, or select or modify the information in the transmission is analogous to the requirements of neutrality in Article 12 of the European E-Commerce Directive (‘Mere conduit’). Section 79 does not have an equivalent to Article 14 of the Directive (‘Hosting’), wherein even platforms that are not mere conduits can avail of safe harbour provided they remove content upon receiving actual knowledge. Rather, the text of Section 79 requires intermediaries to be both mere conduits and remove content upon receiving actual knowledge. However, as noted above, no platform has been denied safe harbour due to its interference with content. Furthermore, the Intermediary Guidelines, introduced in 2021, clearly state that the removal of any Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC will not amount to a breach of the neutrality required of Section 79. The Guidelines thus recognise and promote voluntary content moderation by platforms. It remains unclear whether the use of recommender systems would violate the conditions of neutrality required by Section 79. On the one hand, recommender systems may amount to selecting the contents of a transmission. However, no court has specifically returned a finding that a platform’s recommender system violates the neutrality requirements of Section 79. Similarly, the Indian Government has neither suggested that such systems may lead to the loss of safe harbour or attempted to regulate them through the Intermediary Guidelines.

3.1.2. Notice and Actual Knowledge

Neither Section 79 nor the IT Act defines the term “actual knowledge”. Under the previous iteration of the Intermediary Guidelines (adopted in 2011), “actual knowledge” was set out to mean a complaint by another internet user; effectively setting up a traditional notice and takedown regime where platforms were required to remove content pursuant to private complaints. However, in 2015, the Supreme Court of India in Shreya Singhal v. Union of India interpreted “actual knowledge” to mean a court or government order. This greatly increased the protection afforded to intermediaries as they were no longer legally required to remove content pursuant to
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private complaints, although they remained free to do so in accordance with their ToS’ (i.e., voluntary content moderation). However, this interpretation increased the costs and time associated with removing content, potentially placing significant burdens on the victims of online harms.

With the advent of the current iteration of the Intermediary Guidelines (2021), the Indian Government has codified the interpretation in Shreya Singhal, noting that platforms are only required to take down content pursuant to a court or government order. While platforms are deemed to have “actual knowledge” and required to remove content pursuant to a private notice in the case of copyright infringing content, and non-consensual intimate images, in all other cases, a platform is not deemed to have “actual knowledge” absent a court or government order.

3.1.3. Additional Conditions for Safe Harbour in Intermediary Guidelines

The Intermediary Guidelines also stipulate other conditions platforms must comply with to secure safe harbour, including: (i) data retention obligations; (ii) cooperation with law enforcement; reporting of cyber security incidents; and in the case of SSMIs: (iii) appointing local compliance and grievance officers; (iv) providing users with a notice prior to taking down their content pursuant to ToS violations; (v) publishing transparency reports; (vi) endeavouring to proactively detect rape and child-sex abuse material; and for SSMIs providing messaging services, (vii) identification of the first originator of messages.

3.1.4. Proposed Amendments

The Proposed Amendments to the Intermediary Guidelines stipulate that, where a complaint pertains to a request to remove Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC, the complaint shall be “acted on” and “redressed” within 72 hours. The Supreme Court in Shreya Singhal expressly disapproved of this approach, noting that platforms receive a high volume of user complaints, and this would effectively lead to platforms deciding which complaints were legitimate and which were not, effectively determining what speech was legal and what speech is not. The Proposed Amendments state that platforms may institute “appropriate safeguards” to avoid abusive complaints by users. However, short time-frames to decide complaints against content has been proven to result in platform overcompliance with removal requests.

3.2. Efficacy of Enforcement

The IT Act and the Intermediary Guidelines rely on the risk of losing safe harbour as the primary regulatory tool to govern platform behaviour, imposing varied obligations (see Sections 3.1.3 and 4) on platforms as pre-requisites to safe harbour. However, given that the loss of safe harbour is determined on a case-by-case basis, and the lengthy nature of litigation in India, no platform has definitively been held liable for hosting unlawful content. For example, in 2008 criminal defamation proceedings were instituted against Google for content on its Google Groups platform. Google sought to have the criminal complaint summarily quashed. The issue of whether the charges against Google should be summarily quashed or decided by trial took over a decade to decide, with the Supreme Court ultimately ruling that a trial should be conducted.
This litigation highlights how the nature of litigation in India coupled with the legal resources of platforms may render intermediary liability (i.e., the risk of liability enforced through private lawsuits) a weak regulatory tool to regulate platform behaviour. However, there is some evidence to suggest that the government may believe a loss of safe harbour itself is a penal consequence, with the MEITY having issued Twitter multiple warnings to ‘comply with the Intermediary Guidelines or be liable to punishment under the IT Act’. 

Finally, it is also relevant to note that the IT Act applies to ‘any offence committed outside India’. Additionally, the IPC also applies to any offences that ‘target computer resources located in India’. Thus, both statutes envisage extra-territorial application in certain situations. As the primary mechanism to regulate platform conduct is currently Section 79 and the Intermediary Guidelines, which are in the form of pre-requisites to safe harbour against lawsuits initiated against platforms in India, India’s regime of platform regulation relies on platforms being subject to the jurisdiction of Indian courts.

### 3.3. Additional Enforcement Methods

In addition to the loss of safe harbour, there exist three methods through which Indian authorities ensure that platforms comply with specific obligations. First, non-compliance with a government direction for content removal under Section 69A of the IT Act is punishable with a prison term of up to seven years and a fine. Similarly, if a platform does not comply with an order of a court, contempt proceedings may be initiated against it. Finally, under the Intermediary Guidelines, SSMIs are required to appoint a Chief Compliance Officer who is a resident in India. This Officer may be held personally liable in any proceedings relating to unlawful UGC on the platform’s network if the Officer fails to ensure the platform acts with “due diligence” in complying with the IT Act and the Intermediary Guidelines. However, no liability will be imposed on the Compliance Officer without the Compliance Officer being granted a hearing.
4. Detection and Moderation of Unlawful UGC

The Intermediary Guidelines, compliance with which is necessary for platforms to avail of safe harbour under Section 79, impose certain obligations on SSMIs with respect to content moderation. These obligations are not imposed on ordinary intermediaries (that do not perform social media functions or have less than 5 million Indian users).

4.1. Obligations to Detect Certain Content Using Automated Tools

SSMIs are required to “endeavour to deploy technology-based measures” to “proactively identify” content that: (i) depicts rape or child sexual abuse material; or (ii) is identical to content that either a court or government order directed be removed. SSMIs are required to disable access to these two categories of content and inform users trying to access this content why the content has been blocked. This best-efforts mandate to use automated tools to detect and remove content is subject to certain safeguards: (a) The action taken by the SSMI must be proportionate to the free speech and privacy interests of internet users; (b) the automated tools used by the SSMI must be subject to “appropriate human oversight” and periodic review of these automated tools; and finally, (c) the automated tools used by the SSMIs are to be evaluated to ensure “accuracy and fairness”, guard against “the propensity of bias and discrimination”, and determine their impact on privacy and security. While the inclusion of these safeguards is commendable, in the absence of a designated regulator with meaningful oversight and enforcement powers, it is hard to determine whether these safeguards are complied with in practice.

4.2. Responsibilities when Moderating

Where an SSMI seeks to remove any Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC voluntarily from its platform, Rule 4(8) of the Intermediary Guidelines requires the SSMI to provide the user who uploaded the relevant content a notice explaining the grounds for removal before the SSMI removes the content. The user must also be provided with an “adequate and reasonable opportunity to dispute” the removal of their content, and seek reinstatement if the content has already been removed. Such disputes must be decided within fifteen days. The Resident Grievance Officer of the SSMI is expected to oversee the dispute settlement mechanism under Rule 4(8).

Despite the Intermediary Guidelines being in operation for more than a year, there is no evidence that SSMIs are complying with this notice and hearing requirement. One potential reason for this could be that the consequence of non-compliance with Rule 4(8), as with any provision of the Intermediary Guidelines, is a loss of safe harbour. In another words, failure to provide notice and hearing under Rule 4(8) could lead to a platform losing its immunity for hosting unlawful content. However, when a platform voluntarily removes content, it is not hosting this content and has removed unlawful content prior to when it is legally required to do so (i.e., prior to a court or government order). Therefore, it cannot be held secondarily liable for unlawful content and has few incentives to comply with the conditions necessary to avail of safe harbour. Thus, the loss of safe harbour flowing from a breach of Rule 4(8) may be inconsequential to an SSMI where it has already voluntarily decided to not host content.
The Proposed Amendments also contemplate the creation of Grievance Appellate Committee(s), with members appointed by the Indian Government. Any user who is aggrieved with a platform’s decision with respect to: (i) the removal/non-removal of non-consensual intimate content; (ii) the removal/non-removal of Intermediary Guidelines Prohibited UGC; or (iii) the suspension or removal of the user’s account, may initiate an appeal to the Grievance Appellate Committee. Appeals must be initiated within 30 days of being notified of the platform’s decision, and the Committee shall “endeavour” to decide the appeal within 30 days. The Proposed Amendments also clarify that appeals to the Appellate Committee are without prejudice to the user’s ability to approach a court of law to seek redress, and that platforms shall respect the constitutional rights of Indian citizens. However, while an individual has sued to enforce his constitutional free speech rights against a platform’s moderation decision (citing the platform’s power over public speech), this case is still pending before the Delhi High Court. Under current constitutional doctrine, Indian citizens may not enforce their constitutional free speech rights against private social media platforms.

4.3. Additional Obligations on SSIMs

SSIMs are required to publish reports documenting their voluntary content moderation activities and responses to user complaints. However, an analysis of these reports suggests they reveal more about the scale of platform moderation in India than they do about the quality of moderation. SSIMs are also required to provide a user with a “demonstrable and visible mark of verification” (akin to Twitter’s ‘blue-tick’) if the user voluntarily verifies their account using “any appropriate mechanism” including an Indian mobile number. Finally, as noted above, SSIMs are also required to appoint a Resident Grievance Officer, a Chief Compliance Officer who are residents in India, and a nodal contact person to facilitate coordination with law enforcement. However, only the Chief Compliance Officer may be held personally liable.

4.4. Obligations on Messaging Platforms

Rule 4(2) of the Intermediary Guidelines requires SSIMs that provide services “primarily in the nature of messaging” to “enable the identification of the first originator” of content on their platforms when directed by a court or an order passed under Section 69 of the IT Act (‘power to issue directions for interception, monitoring, or decryption’). Where the first originator of unlawful content is located outside India, whomsoever is the first originator within India shall be deemed to be the first originator with respect to the content in question. An order directing the identification of an originator under Rule 4(2) may be passed for the purposes of: (i) prevention, detection, investigation, prosecution or punishment of an offence; and (ii) where such offence is related to the sovereignty, integrity, or security of the Indian State, its relation with foreign States, public order, or any offence relating to rape or sexually explicit material punishable by a prison term of five or more years. Rule 4(2) further states that an identification order shall not be passed where a less intrusive means of identifying the first originator is effective, and that the SSIM shall not be required to disclose the contents of any message or any other information regarding the content originator or any information related to its other users.
Critics of the Rule have argued that messaging platforms providing end-to-end-encrypted services cannot trace originators on their platform,\textsuperscript{158} and that this is beyond the scope of technical assistance platforms are required to provide law enforcement under Indian law.\textsuperscript{159} Facebook and WhatsApp have challenged the legality and constitutionality of Rule 4(2) in the Delhi High Court.\textsuperscript{160} As discussed in Section 1, the Union Government has requested these challenges be transferred to the Supreme Court and heard alongside other challenges to the Intermediary Guidelines.
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